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Developing the program of a psychology in which introspection
has no part, Lashley (7) reviews the work done on the conditioned
salivary reflex in man, urging the importance of this method for
study of the mechanism of learning; and Watson (19) reports work
with conditioned motor reflexes in man, concluding that the method
is widely applicable, e. g., in pathology as well as in studies of
memory, association reactions, and problems of sensory experience.

Brown (3) considers that the conscious entities of the intro-
spectionists are "really nothing but integrations of physical states
and organic processes"; and Abbot (1) argues that psychology can
be objective only by understanding that mind is related to brain
as respiration is to lungs, and that all reactions aie adaptive to the
complete environment. Hollingworth (6) finds that introspective
psychology has failed to discover qualitative differences between
the several kinds of experience which are supposed to have different
degrees of objectivity, and that the true distinction between the
psychical and the physical is simply the statistical difference be-
tween the "indefinite and rare" and the "definite and common";
"in this sense, and in this sense alone, psychology may properly
be defined as the science of behavior—it is the science of the be-
havior of statistically variable experience." According to Givler
(5) behaviorism is "a theory of the criteria of mind and not a system
that can be substituted for psychology," but he also writes that
"minds are what human bodies do with nature." Psychology
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should reject the concept of causation, and should aim at descriptive
laws of functional dependence.

The series of Bonaventura's (2) articles concludes that reports
of subjective certainty depend upon a reconstructive activity, which
tends to false report, and an opposing activity which he calls intro-
spection. Strictly speaking introspection is always retrospection:
it can never be wholly accurate, few people possess the power to
any considerable degree, and even experimental use of it cannot be
expected to give valuable results. The material available for
psychology is the product of a psychic activity, but never the
activity itself: these phenomena may be studied objectively; and
from them may be inferred "the qualities and forms of the psychic
processes which have determined them." MacDougal (9) also
holds that psychology deals only with phenomena, taking the
events in the mental life from the standpoint which conceives them
in terms of content and relation, not in terms of forms and sig-
nificance. Psychology must postulate the existence of the self as
an intuited, noumenal reality, but can deal with it only as phe-
nomenal: "the self is the summum genus of the psychologist, the
theoretical concept which expresses the necessity he finds for a
common reference in all the phenomena he considers."

In his elementary text-book Titchener (16) abandons the term
consciousness, and would be willing to let introspection go, but re-
tains it temporarily as the name for observation—the method of
all science—when made with the distinctive psychological attitude,
i. e., viewing the world "as it is in man's experience," "the world
with man left in." The general problem of psychology is "to
analyze mental phenomena into their elements, to discover the laws
of mental connection, and to work out in detail . . . the correlation
of mind with the nervous system." In Pillsbury's (10) text psy-
chology is said to have two methods, observation (by others) and
introspection ("self-observation"). The explanation of mental
states should be in terms of antecedent mental states as far as
possible; but in some problems it is necessary to admit that "mind
and body undoubtedly interact."

Turro (17) argues for the necessity of introspection, but con-
siders that by itself it gives material only for a descriptive science;
psychology should be a causally explanatory science, however, as
neural processes are demonstrably "indispensible conditions" of
the psychical processes. The term introspections is used by Forel
(4) for what he calls the primary psychical syntheses, whose
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"energy-elements" cannot be discovered by any analysis of these
experiences: secondary syntheses, comparisons of introspections,
form the body of all science. Wallis (18) thinks introspection is
without value when it is individual or "within," but that it can be
made social or "without"; and Ossip-Lourie (8) argues that the
method of psychology is "neither purely subjective nor exclusively
objective."

Investigating the actual use of the method of introspection
Ruckmich (11) finds "there are roughly two and a half times as
many introspective as non-introspective experimental papers" in
the American periodicals for general psychology from 1905 to 1915,
and that "introspection has contributed more generously to normal,
human, adult psychology during the past decade than has any
other method."

The historical method in psychology is discussed by DeSarlo
(12), who urges it has not received adequate attention: it should be
applied to all the forms of psychic life. As used in psychology it
must assume the developing process has a teleological character;
but the directive ends are often not conscious, and so not apparent
to immediate observation: the historical method is required to de-
termine their character.

Concerning definitions, Smith (13) argues that in any science
some apparent judgments of fact are really only concealed def-
initions, and as such are dependent on choice; and that within any
given science the choice cannot be properly made until one can
"forsee the effect this choice will have upon its cognate disciplines."

Methods of computation,, of some general applicability, are
described by Thorndike (15) for determining the probable relative
order of a set of terms when each of the available judgments of
order deals with only a part of the set, and by Spillman (14) for
calculating the probable size of some hereditary groups when
certain incomplete data are the only ones available.
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Hilger's (3) summary of the literature of psychotherapy in
1912-13, although limited in scope, is valuable on account of its
full resumes. A most complete contribution to the bibliography
of child study is that of Waddle and Root (6), with 845 titles
under 22 headings. The bibliographies seem well chosen and
valuable. Several of the bibliographies included in Burnham's
pamphlet (2) deal with the psychology of childhood; we should
also mention the earlier work in the same series, containing bibli-
ographies on Educational Psychology (No. 3, published 1913).

Among the bibliographies of individual authors should be men-
tioned the list of Royce's writings (4) in the Royce number of the
Philosophical Review. While a majority of the references lie in the


